
*DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 5*

*Date-04/08/2020*

*WRITE*

*Science*

Ch-4 Skeletal system

1- Name the types of joints and their examples.

2-Give an example of immovable joint.

***********

*Video -Class 5 Science-Skeletal system-Joints (part -2-)*

***********

*ENGLISH LANGUAGE*

Q . What are personal pronouns? Make 20 sentences of personal pronouns and identify the
pronoun number.

*************

*Video pronoun number and pronoun part 3*

*************

*ENGLISH LITERATURE*

L.-6 The Magic Wrap

SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1. Describe the village chiefs house.

A. The village chiefs house was made of the sturdiest bamboo found there. The doors and



windows were draped with the finest cane matting. Silk carpets lay on the floor and copper
lamps gleamed from recesses in the walls.

Q2. What happened when the girl grew up?

A. When the girl grew up she fell in love with a young man of her tribe. They were married and
lived happily with her husband .

*S.S.T.*

Ans-1- (i)Temperate Zone- the area which lies between the torrid zone and frigid zone in both
the hemisphere is called the temperate zone. This area is neither very hot nor very cold.

(ii) Torrid zone-the area which lies on both the sides of the equator between the tropic of Cancer
and the tropic of Capricorn is called the torrid zone. The climate remains hot and humid
throughout the year.

(iii) Frigid zone-area which lies between the Arctic circle and the north pole in the Northern
hemisphere and the area that lies between the Antarctic circle and the south pole in the
southern hemisphere is called the frigid zone. This zone is extremely cold throughout the year.

(iiv) cooling effect of the sea-places close to the sea are never very hot nor very cold due to land
breeze and sea breeze.

Ans-2 The factors that determine the climate of a place are-distance from the equator, height
above sea level, distance from the sea, direction of the winds and humidity.

******

*Video class 5 (SST) weather and climate session 1, 2*

*******

*Computer*

Chapter 3

Windows 10



Page no. 31

Learn and write the following questions and answers in your fair copy.

Ans.1:- Some features of Windows 10 make it a popular operating system as -

1 It is more interactive and secure than previous version of Windows.

2 It is easy to understand and user-friendly

3 It enables customisation of Desktop through new background colour themes and icons.

4 Windows 10 allows better management of desktop and windows as task view which can be
used to create multiple desktop for different set of application is snap assist enables
rearrangement of Windows to make best use of your screen space and Windows hello which
allows accessing of computer through face recognition, fingerprint or Iris scanner.

*�ह�द� सा�ह�य*

पृ� सं�या २९(ख)

�कसने ,�कससे कहा?

१-"यह तो भगवान क� मार है/"

२-"वाक ई,यह बात तो पहले �यान म� ही नह� आई थी।

३-"मुझे इस तरह जान-माल से मत मा�रए।"

४-"साठ हजार से एक पैसा कम नह� लंूगा।"

(ग)राज सभा--राजा क� सभा

१-राज भडंार

२-राजकोष

३-राजदरबारी

४-राजभडंारी

*GENERAL KNOWLEDGE*

Ch. 6. Health and Hygiene

Write this lesson in your c-w copies



*ART*

Draw some fruits in a basket and shade it with pencil.

*CRAFT*

Show the pic of your Rakhi which is made by you in your whatsapp group.

*Moral Science*

Ch. 3. Will Power

This lesson in your c-w copies

WORD MEANINGS

Will Power - Decision to do something

Determination - Resolution

Achieve - To gain desired result

Accomplish - To finish successfully

Quenched - To satisfy thirst

Elementary- basic, fundamental

Destined- To have particular destination

Console- to comfort

Attain- To accomplish

QUESTION/ANSWER

Q1. Name the things that lead you towards success?

A. Strong will power, firm determination,and proper planning lead you towards success.



Q2. Which type of people always succeed?

A. People with firm determination always succeed.

Q3. Who wad Panini?

A. Panini wad a great grammarian of Sanskrit.

Q4. Why did the teacher refuse to accept Panini as a student?

A. The teacher refused to accept Panini as a student because he had no line of education on his
palm.

Q5. What do you understand from the poem" Standing at......never try?

A. From this poem we see that if we only stand at the foot of a hill and look up at the sky, how
can we reach the top if we do not attempt to climb the hill.

FILL IN THE BLANKS

1. Will way

2. Firm

3. Weak feeble

4. Impossible determined

*Aptitude & Reasoning :*

Chapter-2

1- Do all the questions of Geometrical Problems exercise 2.1.

************

*Video : Class_5 Aptitude & Reasoning Ch-2 Part-1*

************

*DICTATION & WRITING*

Write dictation words and do writing as told in this video.



***********

*Video class 5 Dictation and writing*

***********

*LEARN*

*Science*

Learn- Written work

*ENGLISH LANGUAGE*

Learn- Written Work.

*ENGLISH LITERATURE*

Given questions and answers.

*S.St*

Learn- Written Work

*Computer*

Learn- Written Work

*Moral Science*

Learn- Written Work

*Aptitude & Reasoning*
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